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From the Executive Head’s Desk
James Raphael
Executive Head, Retailers Association’s Skill
Council of India (RASCI)

Greetings from RASCI!
Welcome to our annual edition of the RASCI Newsletter
As the name suggests, the prime objective of the Newsletter is to showcase RASCI’s contribution to the
skill ecosystem through the RASCI GENIE Group Efforts N tion y Imp ctin Emp oy i ity
The year gone by has been eventful and action packed for RASCI and we’re proud to tell you all about it in this newsletter.
To highlight few of our achievements, we have made a headway into the huge untapped unorganized retail sector as
well as the E-tail (Online Retail) skilling space through the launch of new QPs. With this, we are now equipped to
serve the aspiring youth and the Industry spread across Modern Retail (Organized), Traditional Retail (Unorganized),
Retail FMCG (Consumer Goods), E-tail (Online Retail Entrepreneurship in Ret i , Direct Selling and Direct Marketing.
We can say with pride that Retail Skill Standards now have a global recognition through launch of Transnational Skill
Standards. RASCI was amongst the few SSC’s to have been selected by the Ministry of Skill Development &
Entrepreneurship (MSDE) to support international mobility of Indian workforce.
RASCI has been an early bird in institutionalizing processes for Training of Trainers and Training of Assessors to
build trainer capability e iverin best-in-class programs and assessor proficiency to conduct objective assessments.
Our new service offering Corporate MOU is a path breaking initiative aimed to equip our Industry with RASCI
certified manpower at minimum cost time n effort.
We are propagating the essence of NSQF aligned vocation education and vocational training across State Development
Missions (SDMs) Schools, Colleges and universities and are now present in over 23 states.
There’s a lot more inside this edition and we are committed to delivering excellence.
The p th he

offers new opportunities and we’re confident of m in this mutually rewarding for all our stakeholders.

Our continued focus will be on the 4 I’s, th t are the four pillars of RASCI, first being the Individual , the second
being the Institute , the third being the Industry and these three I’s impact the fourth I which is India .
Enjoy the RASCI journey with our GENIE and look forward to your valuable feedback for continuous improvement.

Kaushal Bharat, Kushal Bharat!
Thanking You,
James Raphael
Executive Head, Retailers Association's Skill Council of India
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SKILL NDIA
Mission

2022
The Indian youth are the most important and dynamic segment of the country’s population and
will be the future catalyst in social and economic development of the nation. Therefore, a skilled
workforce is imperative for strong, sustainable and balanced economic growth of the country, The
government is strongly focussing on upgrading skills of the country’s youth through vocational
education and training.
On the occasion of World Youth Skills Day (15-July-2015), the honourable Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi launched SKILL INDIA with an objective to provide skill training to 40.02 crore people
by 2022. He stated "If China is known as world's manufacturing factory, India can be world's Human
Resource capital." The honourable Prime Minister referred to 65% of India's population which is
below the age of 35 years. He said Indians should be ready to replace the diminishing workforce
in other countries. "We have to scientifically map the world's manpower requirement and prepare
accordingly," he added.
In addition to unveiling of the Skill India logo, the Honourable Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi
launched four landmark initiatives of the Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship:
National Skill Development Mission, National Policy for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
2015, Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) scheme and the Skill Loan scheme during
the event. The government estimates an incremental requirement of 110 million additional skilled
personnel across 24 sectors by 2022.

Skilling is building a better India. If we have to
move India towards development then Skill
Development should be our mission.

Red Fort, Delhi 15th August 2014
Shri Narendra Modi
Prime Minister of India
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INDIAN RETAIL SECTOR
The retail sector has been at the helm of India’s growth story.
The sector has evolved dramatically from traditional village fairs, street hawkers and local Mom & Pop stores
to magnificent malls, online retail - growing from strength to strength by providing an OMNIchannel shopping
experience.
Indian Retail is vibrant and one of the fastest growing markets in the world with its presence in various subsectors such as Modern Retail (Organized) & Traditional Retail (Unorganized); Retail FMCG (Consumer Goods)
& FMCD (Consumer Durables); E-Commerce / Online Retail.
The Indian retail industry has emerged as one of the most fast-paced industries and is expected to nearly
double to US$ 1 trillion by 2020 from US$ 600 billion in 2015, driven by income growth, urbanisation and
attitudinal shifts. Consumer expenditure is estimated to be US$ 3.6 trillion by 2020 vis-à-vis US$ 1.25 trillion
in 2015.

The modern retail market
is expected to grow from
USD60 billion to USD180 billion
during FY15-FY20. In 2019, it is
estimated that organised retail
penetration share would reach
13% and unorganised retail
penetration would hold a major
share of 87%.

The Indian Direct Selling
industry is expected to grow
to INR 72,000 crore by 2025
from INR 7200 crore in 2016
providing self – employment
opportunity to the tune of
1.8 million.

The online retail channel is
expected to grow at a much
faster rate and is expected to
account for 10.1% of overall
retail sales in 2018, up from
6.5% in 2013, and 3.5% in
2008.

The overall retail market is
expected to grow at 12% per
annum, modern trade would
expand twice as fast at 20% per
annum and traditional trade
at 10% per annum.

India's FMCG sector is the fourth
largest sector in the economy and is
expected to create employment for
more than three million people.

Given the above facts and figures, demand for retail employment is expected to rise exponentially. It is
estimated that employment base of the retail industry is expected to reach 56 million by 2022 across
conventional and specialized retail segments.
Source: Ibef.org; Business Standard, Press Release; KPMG, Indian Retail Next growth Story 2014, TechSci Research.
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SKILLING POTENTIAL FOR RETAIL

01

Retail has emerged as one of the most dynamic and fast paced
sectors in India. It is one of the largest contributors in terms of
Revenue, GDP and Employment.

02
03

By 2020, more than 53% of the population will be under the age
of 30 years.

04
05

The changing demographics of the Indian consuming classes has led
to exponential growth of lifestyle and entertainment retailing in India.
This generation will be more desirous, demanding and dynamic in
their service expectations. Therefore, the need for skilled manpower
with high service orientation in Retail is imperative.

Given the fact that 62% population is between the ages of
15-59 years, only 5% of our workforce has undergone formal
skills training.

06
07

Retail thrives in every Indian household through its multifaceted
presence in segments like Clothing & Apparel, Consumer
Electronics, Food & Grocery, Pharmacy, Beauty and Personal
care, Leisure, Mobile and telecom to name a few.

Retail is sitting on a landmine of opportunities for skills
development in India.

Recognizing the importance of skill development, RASCI, the Apex Skill
Development Council for the Retail Industry was set up by National Skills
Development Corporation (NSDC), under Ministry of Skill Development
and Entrepreneurship. RASCI acts as a bridge between demand and
supply of talent in the retail Industry.
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ABOUT RASCI
RASCI is a not-for-profit, independent public limited organisation established under Section 25 of the
Companies Act. It has been funded by the Government of India along with Equity participation from various
industry partners. It represents the retail industry in India with a strong foothold in all States and more than
400 Districts.
It is a collaborative and comprehensive source of retail expertise and independent advice for industry, training
organizations, educational institutions, certifying bodies, employees, students and jobseekers about skills
development in the retail industry.

Service Offerings
• Creation, activation and institutionalisation of industry-accepted Qualifications Packs (QPs) & National
Occupational Standards (NOSs) for the Retail Sector.
• Benchmarking the NOSs with evolved economies to bring about transnational acceptance of skill standards
institutionalized in India. A total of 5 QPs have been benchmarked with UKIERI standards (Retail Sales
Associate, Retail Cashier, Retail Team Leader, Retail Departmental Manager, Visual Merchandiser).
• Industry connect and demand aggregation
• Development of Model Curriculum and Courseware as per QP-NOS .
• Affiliations–Training Partner, Knowledge Partner, Placement Partner and Assessment Agency.
• Training of Trainers and Teachers & Training of Assessors – Trainer, Teacher and Assessor Certification.
• Learner Assessment and Certification aligned to NSQF for:
• Government funded schemes as per respective scheme guidelines.
• Non-Government funded schemes sponsored through learner paid/Corporate/CSR
(contact r.subramanian@rasci.in/heena.panchal@rasci.in for futher details)
• Engagement with various Central / State Ministries & Vocation / Education system – National Rural Livelihood
Mission (NULM), National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM), State Skill Development Missions, Ministry of
Rural Development (MORD), Ministry of Defense, Ministry of External Affairs, Ministry of Skill Development
and Entrepreneurship (MSDE), University Grants Commission (UGC), All India Council for Technical Education
(AICTE), Department of School Education and Literacy, Higher Education, Universities, etc.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
UTTARAKHAND
DELHI

HIMACHAL PRADESH

UTTAR PRADESH
SIKKIM
WEST BENGAL

CHANDIGARH
HARYANA

RAJASTHAN

ASSAM
GUJARAT
MADHYA
PRADESH

JHARKHAND
ODISHA

CHHATTISGARH

LEGEND

MAHARASHTRA

Directorate of Higher Education - MOU
sign off completed

TELANGANA

Directorate of Higher Education - MOU
signing process initiated
Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyhan
(RMSA) - MOU sign off completed

KARNATAKA
ANDHRA
PRADESH
KERALA

Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyhan
(RMSA) - MOU signing process initiated
State Development Missions (SDMs) MOU sign off completed
State Development Missions (SDMs) MOU signing process initiated

ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION
PROGRAMME/ INSTITUTION

ENROLLED

ASSESSED

CERTIFIED

PMKVY
NSQF (Schools)
NULM
DDUGKY
Non-STAR
RSLDC
ASAP-Kerala
UGC
UPSDM
Assam-EGM
JKSDM

72377
26605
18153
17079
9372
4105
1514
1240
1152
236
225

66019
24200
16364
14728
8054
3747
1122
1125
904
173
218

54002
23963
14424
9810
6287
2669
876
1072
682
102
180

152058

136654

114067

DATA PERIOD TOTAL

April 2016 – March 2017
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TAKING THE "INSIDE OUT"
Taking the 'Inside Out' are initiatives
taken by RASCI towards creating high
visibility in the skill ecosystem

RASCI Corporate Video
$

Launch of RASCI Corporate Video 15th July, 2016
As a first step in this direction, RASCI made a foray into
the digital space with the launch of its very first Corporate
Video on the eve of World Youth Skills Day, 15th July, 2016.
To view the RASCI video, please visit www.rasci.in

RASCI Brochures - 12th January, 2017
RASCI Brochure was launched on 12th January 2017 in
English and is now available in regional lanuages such as
Hindi, Marathi and Gujarati. The brochure is available in
digital and print form.
Access www.rasci.in to download a copy of the Brochure.

RASCI's presence on Social Media - 16th
March, 2017
To capitalise on Internet's ability to reach out to billions
across the country and the globe, RASCI now has a
presence in the social networking space viz. Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram. With this, RASCI aims to showcase
its service offerings, interact and build relationships with
stakeholders and communities online.

–9
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To know more, Turn to Page 21
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Genie
Genie
RASCI
RASCI

SKILL ACADEMIES OF EXCELLENCE
In its endeavour to make Vocational training
aspirational and transform India into
skill capital of the world, Ministry of Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE)
has introduced model training centres in
every district of the country. The model
training centres are envisaged to offer quality
skill development programs in state-of-theart training infrastructure through focus on
sustainability and connect with stakeholders
in skills delivery process.

A total of 14 Training Partners have introduced
38 Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Kendras (PMKKs)
for the Retail sector, which are spread across 13
states and 34 districts. At these PMKKs, trainings
are being conducted for retail job roles such as
Retail Sales Associate, Retail Trainee Associate
and Distributor Salesman.

Corporates can also aspire to set up PMKKs with funding support from the Government of India.

To know more, visit: http://www.nsdcindia.org/pradhan-mantri-kaushal-kendra
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Kendra in Lucknow, UP

Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Kendra in Okhla, Delhi
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Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Kendra in Bhubneshwar, Orissa

Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Kendra in Cuttack, Orissa

Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Kendra in Guntur, Andhra Pradesh
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UNLOCKING POTENTIAL
Training of Trainer (TOT)
It is imperative to build trainer capability to ensure quality training delivery aligned with the
QP-NOS to enhance the skilling and learning experience of learners, and to create a cadre of
competent QP-NOS aligned trainers for the Industry.

PRO

U D M O MENT

RASCI has created a talent pool with highest number of
trainers -- 2895 certified trainers

Genie
Genie
RASCI
14–RASCI

Training of Assessors (TOA)
Building of assessor capability is imperative to encourage and ensure excellence in learner
assessments.

Rasci has created a talent pool with highest
number of certified assessors–2413 assessors.

–15
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ALL ABOUT 'STANDARDS'
Qualifications Packs (QPs)

RETAIL: FMCG RETAIL
• Distributor SalesmanLevel 4

RETAIL : RETAIL
OPERATIONS

RETAIL : RETAIL
BUSINESS
• Individual Sales Professional/
Self-Employed RetailerLevel 4
• Business Builder/RetailerLevel 5
• Business Leader/Multi-outlet
Retailer-Level 6
• Business Enhancer/
Multichannel Retailer-Level 7
• Self-employed E-tailer - Level 4

Retail Qualification
Packs
(as per NSQF levels)

RETAIL : E-COMMERCE

RETAIL : MARKETING

• Seller Activation ExecutiveLevel 4
• Digital Cataloguer-Level 4

• Visual MerchandiserLevel-5

Transnational Standards
•
•
•
•
•

• Retail Store Ops Assistant
-Level 1
• Retail Cashier-Level 2
• Retail Trainee AssociateLevel 3
• Retail Sales Associate-Level 4
• Retail Team Leader-Level 5
• Retail Departmental
Manager -Level 6
• Retail Store Manager-Level 7

Retail Cashier
Retail Sales Associate
Retail Team Leader
Retail Departmental Manager
Visual Merchandiser
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A small step towards creating a big impact... Courseware Standardisation
A Total of 9 Participant Handbooks and 3 Facilitator Guides are Developed
With the objective of providing skill training in regional languages, MSDE mandated the SSCs to translate all QPbased courseware to 9 regional languages. In its endeavour to achieve this, RASCI has completed translation of
3 books in Hindi and Marathi.

PRO

U D M O MENT

Launch of Retail QP-based Courseware – 31st May,
2016
To equip learners with necessary knowledge to carry out their job roles
effectively in the retail environment and to bring about
standardisation in training delivery, Ministry of Skill Development &
Entrepreneurship (MSDE) initiated development of QP-based
courseware across all trades
It was a proud moment for RASCI as courseware for 3 Retail QPs were
launched on 31st May, 2016.

Other Engagements
•
•
•

RASCI was part of a Workshop on Development of Curriculum for Vocational Education under RMSA
organised by PSSCIVE in Bhopal on 4th November, 2016
RASCI was part of the Round table conference on National Institute of Open School (NIOS) Vocational Stream
organised by NIOS in Noida on 5th November, 2016
RASCI participated in the Skill Development Workshop held in Agartala on 23rd November, 2016

RASCIGenie
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Launch of Transnational Skill Standards – 5th April, 2016
The government, in its endeavour to support international mobility of
Indian workforce and prepare them to work in international companies
having operations in the country, launched the Transnational Skill
Standards.
The launch event was organized on 5th April, 2016 in New Delhi. UK
standards were chosen for the benchmarking as UK Skill certification is
recognized by Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries.
Standards across 82 job roles have been benchmarked through this
partnership with 15 Indian Sector Skill Councils. Transnational Skill
Standards considered for benchmarking in Retail were Retail Cashier,
Retail Sales Associate, Retail Team Leader, Retail Departmental Manager
and Visual Merchandiser.

RASCI among the 7 Sector Skill Councils invited for MOU signing ceremony between the Ministry of
External Affairs and MSDE to implement Pravasi Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PKVY) – 2nd July, 2016
The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) and the Ministry of Skill
Development & Entrepreneurship (MSDE) signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) for implementation of the Pravasi Kaushal Vikas
Yojana (PKVY) on 2nd July, 2016 .
PKVY is a skill development initiative aimed at training and certification
of Indian workforce seeking overseas employment in various sectors
and specific job roles. The scheme will be implemented by National
Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) through its Training Partners in
consultation with MEA and MSDE.

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW QPs
Over the last year, 9 new QPs were introduced across sub-sectors
such as Retail Operations, Retail Business, Retail E-commerce and
Retail - Marketing.
These QPs went through the rigour of deliberation led by industry
experts to develop relevant and industry-accepted standards.
Stakeholder engagement workshops were organized by RASCI with the
support of Ernst & Young.

Release of Retail E-commerce QPs – 23rd, December,
2016
RASCI made its foray into the Retail E-commerce sub-sector with the
release of 2 QPs - Seller Activation Executive and Digital Cataloguer

Release of Retail Business QPs– 21st, September,
2016
RASCI, in its endeavour to tap the skilling potential of unorganized
retail trade in India which contributes to 92% market penetration,has
developed 4 QPs under the Retail Business sub-sector:
• Individual Sales Professional/Self-employed Retailer
• Business Builder/ Retailer
• Business Leader/Multi-outlet Retailer
• Business Enhancer/Multichannel Retailer
These QPs will not only cover brick and mortar retail start-ups,
street vending business but also address the manpower and skilling
requirements of direct selling fraternity.

Stakeholder Engagement Workshops
7th September, 2016 and 24th November, 2016

PARTICIPATING
COMPANIES
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Launch of Self-Employed Retailer QP
through Recognition of Prior Learning
(RPL) of Street Vendors in Varanasi, 21st
October, 2016
Varanasi, the holy city of India and one of the oldest
cities of the world, has emerged as an attractive
tourist destination. Popularly known as the ‘City of
Lights’, ‘City of temples,’ the culture in Varanasi has
been the face behind vast business opportunities,
both in modern and traditional trade. The presence
of street vendors in Varanasi is widespread; they
provide magical allure to the city through sale of
products/services such as utilities, sights, scents,
sounds, entertainment. However, this audience
lacks formal training / skilling so as to enhance their
business efficiency.
To address the skill gap, street vendors were
recognized and certified on their existing skills
through RPL scheme under PMKVY 2.0, thereby
enabling them to flourish with pride, respect and
dignity within the society.
Training Partner-Navodaya Institute spearheaded
this project and successfully certified a total of 1452
candidates under the PMKVY scheme.

Retail Skill Competition – ‘Kadar Hunar Ki’ at
Varanasi – 17th & 18th October, 2016
Huge excitement and fervor was witnessed in various towns
of Varanasi as skill competitions were organized in different
parts of the city. The skill competition aimed at:
• providing a platform for certified candidates to demonstrate
their skills in a healthy and competitive environment
• recognize and reward skills to further enhance participants’
motivation levels and confidence
• generate a buzz by creating a ‘pull’ factor for targeted
certified learners for the upcoming placement drive.
The competition came to a grand finale with the top 3 performers being awarded.

Training of Trainer (TOT) and Training of Assessor (TOA) for Self-Employed Retailer QP,
12th - 13th October, 2016
As a precursor to the launch of RPL of street vendors in Varanasi, RASCI initiated TOT and TOA with the objective of:
• ensuring quality training delivery and assessments aligned with the QP-NOS
• enhancing the skilling and learning experience of the mobilized learners

RASCIGenie
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN RETAIL
Development & Implementation of Curriculum
for B.Voc. in Retail Operations – 18th August,
2016

M.Voc

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Zonal Manager/Regional Manager

PG II

Cluster Manager/Area Manager

PG I

Store Manager

TY
Secondary & Higher Secondary
B.Voc
Vocaon Educaon

The University Grants Commission (UGC) launched a scheme
for skills development based higher education as a part of
college/university education, leading to Bachelor of Vocation
(B.Voc.) Degree, with multiple entry and exit points. The
B.Voc. Programme is focused on universities providing
undergraduate studies with a judicious mix of vocational
and general education. This would enable the graduates
completing B. Voc. to make meaningful participation in
accelerating India‘s economy through employment and
entrepreneurship.
RASCI has developed a comprehensive, NSQF-aligned
curriculum for B.Voc in Retail Operations to be implemented
in various colleges and universities across the country.
This curriculum was first implemented in the University
of Himachal Pradesh. RASCI is amongst the first few
SSCs to launch B.Voc. curriculum that features a blend of
theory, practical and internship, which will help in holistic
development of the learners.

Departmental Manager

SY

Team Leader

FY

Sales Associate

12
11
10
9

Trainee Associate
Cashier
Store Ops
Assistant

Legend
Currently Implemented
Courses
To be Implemented
1

2

3

5
4
NSQF Level

6

7

8

9

RASCI has aggregated over 86000

"Sneak Peeks retail jobs across 15 companies

The curriculum has been endorsed by prominent retail industry players such as Hypercity, Metro Shoes, Infinity Retail Ltd.
(Croma) and Kewal Kiran Clothing Limited.
For more information, log on to www.rasci.in

Workshop on "Implementation of B.Voc. Course in Retail" in Mumbai organised by RASCI 12th January, 2017
B.Voc. in Retail offers a judicious mix of skills related to Retail Operations along with appropriate content for General Education.
The program is aimed at providing vertical mobility to students and covers job roles such as Sales Associate and Team Leader
in the first year, Departmental Manager in the second year and Store Manager in the third year.
RASCI in its endeavour to strengthen the implementation of B.Voc. course in Retail across Universities/Institute/Colleges in
India as per UGC guidelines organised a one-day workshop in Mumbai on 12th January, 2017. This workshop aimed at providing
comprehensive inputs on the Retail Sector, UGC Guidelines, B. Voc. course structure, NSQF Framework, QP-NOS, Training of
Teachers, Assessment Framework, Retail Lab, Industry connect for internship & OJT and Skill Data Management System to
make it more valuable for all participants. Principles, Professors, and UGC coordinators from various colleges and universities
across the country participated in the workshop.
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ADVOCACY MATTERS
National Conference on "Preparing Indian Talent with Skills
for Global Employability" held at Indian Merchant Council,
Mumbai – 21st June, 2016
Mr. Bijay Sahoo, E Chairman-RASCI, IMC Skill Development Committee &
President HR - Reliance, depicted the long-term vision of RASCI in skills
development. He laid great emphasis on generation of employment
opportunities in the country. Approximately 48 million young people are in need
of jobs. He promised the potential of generating 2 lakh jobs per year.

RASCI at FICCI Direct 2016 – 30th
November, 2016
Direct 2016 – “Direct Selling's Contribution to
Building India” was organised by FICCI on 30th
November, 2016 . During this annual flagship event
for Direct Selling industry, experts from various
spheres including the Government and Industry
discussed on the topics ‘’Way Forward Post Direct
Selling Guidelines’’ and ‘’Direct Selling Contribution
in Skilling, Women Entrepreneurship & As Food
Distributors.’’ James Raphael, Executive Head, RASCI; Amitabh Kant, Chief Executive
Officer, NITI Aayog; Dr. A Didar Singh, Secretary General, FICCI; Vivek Katoch, DirectorCorporate Affairs, Oriflame India Pvt. Ltd.; Sara Larsson, General Manager, Swedish
Chamber of Commerce India; L Mansingh, Chairman, FICCI Consumer Forum; and
Satyan Bhatia, MD of IMC shared the dais.

RASCI at Retail Inclusion Summit –
20th January, 2017

RASCI at Retail Leadership Summit (RLS) 2017 – 15th February,
2017

Retail Inclusion Summit 2017 was organized by Pankh
and American India Foundation on 20th January,
2017 in Mumbai. It provided a platform for creating
awareness and discussing the role of employers in
the employment of persons with disabilities. Mr.
James Raphael, Executive Head, RASCI, moderated
the panel discussion with B. Venkatramana,
Group HR Head, Landmark Group; Aradhana Lal,
Sustainability Head, Lemon Tree Hotels; Bidisha
Banerjee, Diversity Lead, Future Group; and Priyank
Rai, Sr. HR Manager, Café Coffee Day.

RLS is a knowledge-sharing platform for retail leaders, service providers and
other stakeholders from the industry. It is introduced by Retailers Association of
India with the aim to bring the best brains of the industry together to deliberate
and discuss the ways on how to take modern retail in India to the next level. It
is an initiative by the industry, for the industry.
RASCI was the Event Partner at RLS 2017. It also exhibited its significant
contribution to the skill ecosystem through display of its service offerings in a
vibrant stall set up at the venue.
B.S. Nagesh, Chairman – RAI; Founder - TRRAIN (Trust for Retailers and Retail
Associates) inaugurated the Summit. Vijay Shekhar Sharma, Founder & CEO,
PAYTM, Kishore Biyani, Group CEO, Future Group and Hari Menon, Co - Founder
& CEO, BigBasket.com were amongst the few who addressed the gathering.
James Raphael, Executive Head, RASCI, addressed the dignitaries with insights
on the extensive role and contribution of RASCI in the skilling ecosystem.

RASCIGenie
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RASCI at TRRAIN Retail Awards 2017 – 16th February, 2017
TRRAIN Retail Awards is an initiative to recognize and reward those retail (both modern and traditional) customer service personnel
in India who have gone the extra mile to provide service excellence. It also has a category of ‘HR Initiative’ that recognizes the retail
organizations that have created a culture of service excellence and supported the sales associates to outperform and deliver excellence
in customer service.
To encourage the winners for their extraordinary contribution to the retail industry, RASCI extended its support as one of the gold partners
of the event. James Raphael, Executive Head, RASCI, honoured the HR leaders from various retail formats such as Landmark Group,
Infinity Retail Ltd. - Croma, Marks & Spencers, and Reliance Retail Ltd. in recognition for advocating RASCI-certified candidates.

RASCI Engagement with Youth for Jobs, to Develop Capability of People with Disability (PWD) Youth
in Hyderabad – 10th March, 2017
A corporate meet on “Diversity in the Workforce” in Retail and quick service restaurants (QSR) was organised by Youth for Jobs on 10th
March, 2017, in Hyderabad. The main focus of the event was to bring in more employers under the inclusion net and also share some
practices from Retail and QSR Industry who are successfully hiring the young talent pool of persons with disability.

Industry HR Conclave for Retail Sector facilitated by RASCI and Additional Skill Acquisition Programme
(ASAP) Kerala - 21st March, 2017
HR Conclave for Retail Sector was a joint initiative of RASCI and ASAP Kerala to achieve common skilling objectives of skilled and employable
manpower by integrating demand and supply on the same platform. Representatives from various retail companies such as Amazon,
Landmark Group, Reliance, McDonalds to name a few, participated in the summit to discuss the pros & cons of internship training and
placement support for skilled trainees.

Genie
Genie
RASCI
22–RASCI
Engagements
Engagements for
for Demand
Demand Driven
Driven Skilling
Skilling
RASCI, through various skilling initiatives, offers great value proposition to its industry partners to enable them reduce
considerable time, effort and cost of talent acquisition and thereby operate at the peak of their efficiency.
In this direction, RASCI embarked upon a path breaking initiative viz. demand-based skilling model and given below are
the deliverables under this initiative.
The below companies have expressed willingness to support Skill India Mission by hiring skilled and certified manpower
either skilled by corporates directly or through competent PMKVY empaneled training partners under PMKVY Scheme.

RASCIGenie
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CORPORATE SPONSORED CERTIFICATIONS
Amway ABO certified as Individual Sales Professional/Self-employed Retailer – 10th March, 2017

Amway, the Direct Selling Giant, uses multi-level marketing model to sell a variety of its widely acclaimed and
recognized products. These products are sold only through authorized Distributors also known as "Amway Business
Owners (ABOs)."
Amway in partnership with RASCI pledges to the Skill India Mission without any strain on GOI funds. Through this
corporate-funded RPL program, the Amway ABOs underwent Individual Sales Professional/Self-employed Retailer QP
certification and got formal recognition of their existing skills.

NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP PROMOTION
SCHEME (NAPS)
While running a business, one makes investment decisions every day. Amongst all the tangible investments, there is
another very crucial investment called “human investment”.
Companies today are sensitized with the fact that employees are their most valued assets, but these assets come at a
cost in terms of financial outflow, efforts and time. Therefore, companies need to be prudent in terms of their hiring
and training practices to thrive in the competitive markets.
Apprenticeship program is an open door to ensure that the company operates at peak efficiency and here's how:
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Genie
Genie
RASCI
RASCI

A GLIMPSE OF THE JOB FAIRS

Job Mela in Amravati – 28th May, 2016

Job Mela in Varanasi - 20th & 21st October, 2016

Job Mela in Lucknow – 29th & 30th November, 2016

Job Mela in Mumbai - 4 & 11 December, 2016

Job Mela in Gaziabad - 14th & 15th December, 2016

Job Mela in Moradabad - 17th & 18th December, 2016

LIST OF PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

•
•
•
•

Aditya Birla Fashion Retail Ltd.
Globus Stores Ltd.
Café Coffee Day
Vmart

•
•
•
•

Hypercity Retail Ltd.
Metro Shoes
PayTM
Jubliant Foodworks Ltd.

•
•
•
•

Eureka Forbes Ltd.
Croma
Marks & Spencer's
Spar Max
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INDUSTRY SPEAKS
RASCI facilitates trainer evaluation and certification to create a
pool of trainers; this ensures that candidates are being trained
across India systematically and uniformly. RASCI has also developed
National Occupational Standards (NOS) by studying the global
best practices and customising them to the Indian context. RASCI
is also doing a workforce demand mapping in which it gathers
the required manpower estimate from the industries across India
to help the industries acquire the adequately trained manpower.
Shoppers Stop as an organisation benefits immensely from this
because it saves a lot of time and money for the company. RASCI
also facilitates Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) which provides Mr. BVM Rao
a platform for associates to be promoted within the organisation. Customer Care Associate & Head Human
Resource: Shoppers Stop

At landmark group, we employ RASCI certified candidates and
we find them very different from the ones we recruit from
the market. We are glad to have contributed to transnational
standards. We have almost 55000 employees employed in
the Middle East, and I’m sure this initiative of transnational
standards is going to help our organisation not only in India
but internationally.

Mr. B. Venkataramana
President HR: Landmark Group

Compared with other retailers, Hypercity requires much
more skilled manpower and I would like to express my
gratitude and thanks to RASCI for giving us a program
which allows us to be able to skill the manpower at an
astonishing fast rate. RASCI has been able to build up the
right understanding between what the industry needs
and what the government wants to achieve.

Mr. Yogesh Bisht

Vice President: Human Resources, Hypercity
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MOMENTS OF MAGIC
Mahabubnagar
B Alivelu D/O B
Chandraiah joined
Heritage Fresh,
East Marredpally,
Hyderabad.

Kongari
Sneha D/O
K Sanjeevan
Reddy got
placed in
Innovsource,
Hyderabad.

Nagarjuna Reddy
S/o K. Ram Reddy
from Vinukonda got
placed as a Sales
Associate in Chennai
Silks, Hyderabad.

Vasam V
Vijay Kumar
S/O V
Laxmaiah
got placed
in Hypercity,
Hyderabad

Venkata Veeranji
Reddy S/o Konda
Reddy from
Vinukonda is
working as a Sales
Associate in Chennai
Silks, Hyderabad.

M Navyasree D/O
M Vekateshwarlu,
trained as Retail-CSA
has been placed as a
relationship executive
in Innovsource,
Hyderabad.

S Kiranmayi D/O
S Babu got placed
in Heritage Fresh,
Marredpally,
Hyderabad. She has
been trained as a
Retail CSA.

D Anjaneyulu
Goud S/O D
Venkatesh Goud
joined Brand
Factory, Jubilee
Hills Hyderabad.
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Shruti Mukkanavnar
(Slow Learner) got
placed in Reliance Fresh,
Borivali, Mumbai,
after successfully
completing Retail
Course.

Anil Kumar S/o
Venkateshwarulu
from Vinukonda got
placed as a Sales
Associate in Chennai
Silks, Hyderabad.

Praful Kurudiya,
works with Reliance
Fresh, Chunabhhati,
Mumbai, after
successfully
completing Retail
Course.

Pooja has successfully
completed Retail
Sales Associate
course. She has now
been employed at
Shopper’s stop in
Bangalore.

M Kishore Kumar
S/o Narasimha from
Chityala is working
as a Sales Associate
in Chennai Silks,
Hyderabad.

Ramya, Lakshmi and
Uma are working with
Home Store (Landmark)
after successfully
completing Retail sales
associate training.

Akshay Gaikwad
(Speech & Hearing
Impaired) joined
Reliance Fresh,
Borivali, Mumbai, after
successfully completing
Retail Course.

Jayesh Kamble (Speech
& Hearing Impaired),
joined Reliance Fresh,
Chunabhhati, Mumbai,
after successfully
completing Retail
Course.

Tanmay Raut & Rinkal
Burana, both Speech and
Hearing Impaired, joined
WESTSIDE, a Trent-TATA
Company at Thane, Mumbai
as Part Time Sales Associates.
These ambitious students
are pursuing their studies
along with their jobs on TATA
payrolls for a 4-hour job.

B Jyothi D/O
B Pandaiah,
working as a sales
trainee, with
Heritage Fresh,
Hyderabad after
getting trained as
a Retail CSA.
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SKILL EXHIBITIONS
Skill Exhibition & Launch of Indian Institute of Skills in Kanpur, UP - 19th to 22nd December, 2016
The Honourable Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone of the first “Indian Institute of Skills” in Kanpur,
Uttar Pradesh, on 19th December, 2016. Renowned dignitaries like Shri. Ram Naik (Governor of UP), Shri. Ram Govind
Chaudhary (Minister of Panchayati Raj Dept., UP), Dr. Murli Manohar Joshi & Shri. Devendra Singh (Members of Parliament)
along with Shri. Rajiv Pratap Rudy (Union Minister of State {I/C} for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship) were also
present during the inauguration.
Kaushal Pradarshini (Skill Exhibition) for youth was also inaugurated by the Honourable Prime Minister. The exhibition
depicted various training practices across different sectors and was also opened for public view at the Railway Grounds,
Kanpur, between 19th and 22nd December.
At the event, RASCI presented a retail stall which was based on ‘live mock store’ concept which was aimed at encouraging
aspiring youth to take up Retail as a career of choice. There was live demonstration of retail skills and transactions by making
use of live aids and digital payment gateway in a seamless manner. With due credit to Big Bazaar (Future Group), the mock
store depicted Mini Big Bazaar through an appealing product display with a judicious mix of merchandise like food, non-food,
apparels, to name a few

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) for Retail Store Associates in Kanpur
RPL was successfully conducted in Kanpur to recognize existing skills of Associates working in the Retail Stores. It was driven
by Project Implementation agencies like Future Sharp Skills Ltd., Arrina Education Services Pvt. Ltd. and IACT Education Pvt.
Ltd. covering Retail formats like Jumbo Electronics, Reliance Digital, Big Bazaar, Westside, PUMA, Next Retail, Globus, to
name a few.
This RPL marked the moment of immense pride for RASCI as Ms. Fakhrun Nisa (RASCI-certified Retail Sales Associate under
PMKVY-RPL scheme) became the first candidate in India to be honoured by the Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi
for successfully completing NSQF-aligned QP certification.
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